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     Illinois (2 folders)
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68   Maine
     Maryland
     Massachusetts
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     Nevada
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69   New York
     North Carolina
     North Dakota
     Ohio (2 folders)
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Pennsylvania
Philippine Islands
Porto Rico
Rhode Island
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South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
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West Virginia
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Wyoming
Armistice Day
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Aviation – Air Races
Banking – Federal Reserve Board
Better Homes in America
Belgium
Bills – McNary-Haugen Bill
Birthday
Bohemian Grove and Club
Boulder Dam
Bread and Butter – Wage statistics
British Citizenship
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Cary of Pullman Company
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Catt, Carrie Chapman
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Cooper, Thomas P.
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Creager, R. B.
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Davis, James C.
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Denison, Arthur C.
Denman, Cyrus Benson
Dickinson, L. J.
Dietrich, Frank S.
Dixon, J. M.
Doak, W. N., Nov 25-Dec 31, 1928 (2 folders)
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Doak, W. N., Jan 2-Mar 1, 1929 (2 folders)
D'Olier, Franklin
Donovan, William J., Nov 14, 1928-Mar 2, 1929 (4 folders)
Downing, Bertha C.
Drake, J. Walter
Dunlap, R. W., Dec 12, 1928-Mar 1, 1929 (2 folders)
Dyer, George R.
Edge, Walter
Everett, Charles H.
Feiker, F. M.
Ferguson, Homer
Fisher Brothers
Fletcher, Henry P.
Ford, Henry
Foss, G. E.
Frank, Nathan
Frelinghuysen, Joe S.
Frey, John P.
Fuller, Alvan T.
Funk, Eugene D.
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Gillham, M. Corson
Glover, A. J.
Glover, W. Irving
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Gore, Howard M.
Grace, Eugene G.
Graham, Louis E.
Graham, William A.
Greeley, W. B.
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Gregory, Clifford V.
Gregory, Thomas T. C.
Griest, W. W.
Guard, Samuel
Gwinn, Ralph W.
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Harlan, Harry V.
Harreld, J. W.
Hastings, H. G.
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Hert, Sally Aley
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Hudmon, Henry W.
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Hurley, Patrick J.
Hutcheson, W. L.
Hyde, Arthur M.
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James, George R.
Jameson, E. C.
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Keeble, John Bell
Keller, Amelia
Kellogg, Frank B.
Klein, Julius
Knapp, Bradford P.
LaMont, R. P.
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Lewis, John L.

Lindbergh, Charles A.
Lorimer, George
Lowden, Frank O.
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Lucey, J. F.
McAdoo, William G.
McCann, Alfred W.
MacChesney, N. William
McGovern, Francis E.
McKelvie, Samuel R.
McMahon, Stephen J.
McNab, John L.
McNary, Charles L.
MacRae, Hugh
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Mason, Fred
Mead, Elwood
Means, Rice W.
Mellon, Andrew W.
Mendenhall, H. D.
Merritt, Ralph P.
Meyer, Eugene
Miller, Nathan L.
Mills, Ogden L.
Mitchell, William D.
Moffitt, W. Clark
Montague, Louise
Moody, Dan
Morin, John M.
Morrow, Dwight
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Mott, John R.
Mumford, Frederick B.
Murphy, Frank W.
Murphy, Frederick E.
Nelson, George A.
New, Harry S.
Newton, Walter H.
Norris, P. A.
O'Leary, John W.
Ottinger, Albert
Owen, Robert L.
Park, Maud Wood
Parker, John J.
Parmenter, B. M.
Peck, Thomas
Perkins, Nelson
Pershing, John J.
Pierce, Dante M.
Pinchot, Gifford
Poe, Clarence
Pomerene, Atlee
Prince, Frederick

Rabot, Eric, Jan 23, 1929 (copy)
Requa, Mark, Feb 1929
Reyners, John Van Wicheren, Dec 10-11, 1928
Rickard, Edgar, Feb 26, 1929
Roberts, Owen J., 1927-1929
Robins, Raymond, Feb 1929
Robinson, Henry M. – Cross References, undated
Robinson, Sam, Feb 19, 1929
Rogers, H. H., Jan 1929
Roosevelt, Theodore Jr., undated
Rosenwald, Julius. Jan-Feb 1929
Rush, Allan, Nov 1928-Feb 1929
Sackett, Frederic, Jan 1929
Scott, Frank – Who’s Who, 1928, 1935
Seasongood, Murray, Jan 26-28, 1929
Shaw, Art, Feb 15, 1929
Simmons, F. M., Nov 1928-Jan 1929
Simpson, James, Feb 5-6, 1929
Slemp, C. Bascom, Dec 11, 1928-Feb 28, 1929 (2 folders)
Smith, Alfred E., Nov 1928-Jan 1929
Smith, J. Russell
Smith, Luther E.
South, Christine Bradley
Spaulding, Huntley L.
Stimson, Henry L.
Stone, Harlan
Stone, James
Strawn, Silas
Stockton, Gilchrist
Taber, Louis J.
Taylor, Henry Charles
Taylor, J. Will
Taylor, P.M.
Teague, Charles C.
Thomas, Wilbur K.
Thompson, Robert F.
Thompson, Will H.
Tilson, John Q.
Trumble, R. Edward
Turner, Edward C.
Tuttle, Arthur J.

Upshaw, William D.
Vanderlip, Frank P.
Wadsworth, James W.
Wallace, Dan
Walsh, Thomas James
Walter, Luther M.
Ward, Edward P.
Waterman, Charles W.
Waters, Ida M.
Webb, Frank E.
Welsh, Edward
West, Roy O.
White, Frank B.
Whiting, William F.
Wilbur, C. D.
Wilbur, Ray Lyman
Willard, Daniel
Willcox, William R.
Willebrandt, Mabel Walker
Williams, Hamp
Williams, Ralph E.
Williard, A. J.
Wilson, A.D.
Wing, Alice Curtis Moyer
Winter, Alice Ames
Woods, Mark
Woolley, Clarence Mott
Work, Hubert
Youngquist, Gustav Aaron
Zihlman, Frederick N.
Miscellaneous
Cabinet Appointments - Inquiries
Bernstein, Herman
Castle, W.R. Jr.
Fort, Franklin
Good, James W.
Hoover, Herbert
Lenroot, I. L.
Lowry, Ed
Robinson, Henry M.
Stone, Harlan S.
Sullivan, Mark
Willebrandt, Mabel W.
Campaign Individuals
Cascade Tunnel
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    China Incident
    Churches
    Colorado River Commission
    Columbus Day
    Congratulations on acceptance speech
    Telegrams sent to Hoover
    Letters in general correspondence (21 folders)

79  Congratulations on election
    AA – AD (3 folders)
Adams, A – Z
AE – ALE (2 folders)
Alexander, A – Z
ALF – ALZ
Allen, A – Z
AM – AQ (2 folders)
Anderson, A – Z (2 folders)

80  AR – BAK (6 folders)
Baker, A – Z
BALA – BARN (5 folders)

81  BARO – BIK (11 folders)

82  BIL – BQ (11 folders)

83  BRA – BROR (6 folders)
Brooks, A - Z
BROJ – BRT
Brown, A – Z (3 folders)
BRU – BT

84  BU – CAM (11 folders)
Campbell, A – Z
CAN – CARO (2 folders)

85  CARP – CLD (11 folders)
Clark, A - Z

86  CLE – COO (9 folders)
Cook/Cooke, A – Z
Cooper, A – Z
COP – COU (3 folders)

87  COV – CZ (8 folders)
DA – DD (3 folders)

88  Davidson, A – Z
Davis, A – Z (2 folders)
DE – DN (10 folders)

89  DO – DZ (7 folders)
EA-ED (3 folders)

90  EF-EZ (10 folders)
FA – FAY (3 folders)

91  FEV –FOV (12 folders)

92  FOX-FZ (7 folders)
GA – GAY (6 folders)

93  GE – GO (13 folders)
94  GREG – GZ (10 folders)
    HA-HAL (2 folders)
95  HAY – HAT (9 folders)
96  HARR – HEM (4 folders)
    Henderson, A – Z
    Henry, A – Z
    HER – HOL (5 folders)
97  HOM-HOO (5 folders)
    Hoover, A – Z (3 folders)
    HOP – HOW (3 folders)
98  HU – JAL (7 folders)
    Jackson, A – Z
    JAM – JN (2 folders)
99  JO - JOM
    Johnson, A – Z (2 folders)
    JON - JT
    JONES, A – Z (2 folders)
    JU – KEK (4 folders)
100  KEL – KEM (2 folders)
    Kelley - Kelly, A – Z
    KEN – KIN (2 folders)
    King, A – Z
    KIO – KZ (6 folders)
101  LA – LEF (5 folders)
    Lee, A – Z
    LEG – LH (2 folders)
    Lewis, A - Z
    LI – LIM
102  LIN – LZ (7 folders)
103  MA – Mc/Mac (11 folders)
104  MAD – MARS (3 folders)
    Marshall, A – Z
    MART – MD (3 folders)
    Mayer, A – Z
105  ME – MIM (6 folders)
    Miller, A – Z
    MIN - MN
    Mitchell, A – Z
106  MO – MOR (3 folders)
    Morgan, A – Z
Morris, A – Z
Morse, A – Z
MOS – MY (3 folders)
Murray, A – Z
MY – MZ

107
NA – NEQ (2 folders)
Nelson, A – Z
NER – NZ (6 folders)

108
O – PAR (6 folders)
Parker, A – Z
PAS - PD
Patterson, A – Z
PEA - PED

109
PEE – PG (3 folders)
Petersen/ Peterson, A – Z
PH – PQ (5 folders)
Powell, A, - Z.

110
PRA – PT (2 folders)
Price, A – Z
PU – RH (8 folders)

111
Richardson, A – Z
RID – ROC (2 folders)
Robert/Roberts, A – Z
Robinson, A – Z
ROD - RON
Rogers, A – Z

112
ROO – ROS (2 folders)
Ross, A – Z
ROT – RX (2 folders)
Russell, A – Z
RY – RZ
SA – SAZ (4 folders)

113
SCA – SHE (9 folders)

114
SHI-SHY (3 folders)
SIMPSON, A – Z
SK – SM (2 folders)
SMITH, A – Z (4 folders)

115
SN – STH (8 folders)
Stewart, A – Z

116
STI – SZ (6 folders)
TA – TB
Taylor, A – Z
TC – TEXAS
117  THA-THY
Thomas, A – Z
Thompson, A – Z
TI – TS (5 folders)

118  TU-TZ
Turner, A – Z
U – WALK (7 folders)
Walker, A. - Z.

119  WALL - WEY (7 folders)

120  WHA – WHZ (2 folders)
White, A – Z
WIA – WILR (3 folders)
Williams, A – Z (2 folders)

121  WILM – WN
Wilson, A – Z
WO - WON
Wood, A – Z
WOO – WZ (2 folders)
Wright, A – Z

122  X – Y
Young, A – Z
Z
Index to personal replies by Hoover
Index to foreign letters
Congratulations on nomination
AA – AZ (3 folders)

123  BA –BRI (9 folders)
124  BRO-COZ (9 folders)
125  CR – E (8 folders)
126  F – G (14 folders)
127  HA – HO (11 folders)
128  HU – KO (11 folders)
129  KR – MacZ (12 folders)
130  MAD – NA (12 folders)
131  NE – Q (12 folders)
132  R --SCR (11 folders)
SE – TE (13 folders)

TH – WH (14 folders)

WI – Z (8 folders)
Lists Compiled from Congratulatory Messages
Democratic National Committee
Literature
Press Releases
Radio Schedule
Democratic papers supporting Herbert Hoover
Democratic Party Campaign Book 1928

Democratic Party - Al Smith Speeches
Omaha, NE, Sep 18, 1928
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Sep 20, 1928
9/22/28, Denver, Colorado
9/24/28, Helena, Montana
9/27/28, St. Paul, MN
9/29/28, Milwaukee, WI
10/2/28, Rochester, NY
10/12/28, Nashville, Tennessee
10/13/28, Louisville, Kentucky
10/16/28 Sedalia, Missouri
10/20/28 Chicago, IL
10/24/28 Boston, Massachusetts
10/28/28 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
10/29/28 Baltimore, Maryland
11/1/28 Newark, NJ
11/2/28 Brooklyn, NY
11/5/28 New York City, NY

Dogs
Duluth
Economics
Education

Election Figures - Research Bureau (election analysis of 13 states and 3 cities)
Electoral College
Endorsements, 1916-1928 (2 folders)
Everglades
Expenditures, Presidential Campaign
Foreign Policy
Foreign Trade
Form Letters
German Americans
Germany
Good Will Congress – meeting program
Government Reorganization
Herbert Hoover Callers
Hoover Farm
Hoover for President - correspondence
Houses
Hungarian Hoover Campaign
Immigration

138  Inauguration
   - Bible, Mar 4-5, 1929, May 10, 1940
   - Correspondence and Lists, Nov 1928-Mar 1929
   - Invitations, Mar 4, 1929
   - Lists, undated
   - Memorabilia, Mar 1929 and undated
   - Programs, Mar 4, 1929
   - Report of Inaugural Committee for the Inauguration of Herbert Hoover as President
     Charles Curtis as Vice-President, Mar 4, 1929
   - Ticket Correspondence, Jan-Mar 1929 (4 folders)

139  Inland Waterways
   - International Telegraph Conference
   - Intolerance (religious question, Smith, Catholic)
   - Invitations after June 12, 1928 (2 folders)
   - Invitations – North Carolina
   - Iowa Cornstalk
   - Ku Klux Klan
   - Labor
   - Law Enforcement Committee
   - Legislation Sponsored by Herbert Hoover
   - Lincoln Club
   - Livestock Advisory Committee
   - Muscle Shoals
   - National Conference on Street and Highway Safety
   - Nomination
   - Notification
   - Nut File
   - Parties – Republican Party
   - Philippines
   - Poems

140  Poland
   - Polls - Surveys
   - Polls - Voting
   - Porto Rico (Puerto Rico)
   - Positions - Herbert Hoover Executive
   - Post Office Department
   - (Man)power
   - Press Statements – Herbert Hoover
   - Primary Elections
   - Prohibition
   - Public Address System for train speeches
   - Publicity - Republican
   - Railway Unions
   - Republican Campaign Strategy, 1928
   - Republican National Committee
     - General
     - Bulletins

141  Convention Temporary Roll
Daily News, 7/23 – 10/30, 1928 (3 folders)
National Plate and Mat Service Lists
Research Bureau
Speakers Bureau
Hoover-Curtis Organization Bureau. Western Division reports

142 Republican Senators, 1928
Republican State Committees
Republican State Organizations
  California
  Connecticut
  Illinois
  Iowa
  Maine
  Maryland
  Massachusetts
  Minnesota
  Missouri
  Montana
  New York
  Ohio
  Oklahoma
  Rhode Island
  Tennessee
  Texas
  Utah
  Virginia
  West Virginia
  Wisconsin
Requests for Autographs
Requests for Charitable Organizations
Requests for Photographs
Russia
  St. Lawrence Seaway
  San Francisco Bridge
  Seaman Medal
Secretary of Commerce
Segregation (Colored question)
Senate - Senators
Seville Expositions
Songs (2 folders)
South

143 Spanish Trophy
Speech Material
Stanford University
Summer White House
Tammany
Tariff
Taxes
Thrift
Trips
  California, July 14-Aug 24, 1928
Newark, New Jersey, Sep 17, 1928
Elizabethton, Tennessee, Oct 5-6, 1928
Boston, Oct 14-15, 1928
New York, Oct 22, 1928
California, Nov 1-19, 1928

144 Latin America, Nov 19, 1928-Jan 6, 1929
   A Correspondence
   Addresses by Hoover
   Argentina (2 folders)
   B Correspondence
   Bolivia
   Brazil
   General A–K (2 folders)

145 General L–Z (1 folder)
   Coffee
   C Correspondence
   Censorship
   Chile
   Christmas Messages
   Colombia
   Costa Rica
   Cuba
   D Correspondence
   Decorations
   Diary of the Latin American Trip
   Dominican Republic

146 E Correspondence
   Ecuador
   Engagements
   Expenses
   F Correspondence
   Fletcher, Henry P.
   G Correspondence
   Guatemala
   H Correspondence
   Honduras
   I Correspondence
   Itinerary
   J Correspondence
   K Correspondence
   L Correspondence

147 M Correspondence
   Mc Correspondence
   Maps
   Mexico
   N Correspondence
   Nicaragua
   O Correspondence
   P Correspondence
Panama
Paraguay
Personnel
Peru
  General
  Variedades
Porto Rico (Puerto Rico)
Press
Purpose of Trip

148  R Correspondence
Rice, A. Hamilton
Richey, Lawrence
  General
  Coded
Robinson, Henry M.
Rowe, L. S.
S Correspondence
Salvador
State Department
Statistics
T Correspondence
U Correspondence
USS Maryland

149  USS Utah
Uruguay
V Correspondence
Venezuela
W Correspondence
X - Y - Z Correspondence
Clippings
Albums (2 folders)

150  Albums
Florida, Jan 21-Feb 19, 1929
  Florida – Okeechobee, Florida, Feb 10-11
Universal Draft
Veterans Bureau and Organizations
Virgin Islands
Voting Ballot
War Dept.
Waste Elimination
West Branch
Wheat
White House
Women
World Court